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in the first week of May was seventy-fiv- e

cents :nd it was rapidly on the
decrease. The students here this year
have paid eight hundred dollars, or
thereabout, for the damage they have
done this year. ?

The question that is asked by those
who have furnished the coin is, where
did this eight hundred go? Down at
the University; Inn one night this
spring some person or persons dis- -
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1ed using, it. Then why should one
In a recent issue of the Trinity rine,Chronicle there appeared an editorial hack it to pieces with an axe? The

University would undoubtedly ..make
under the title "Trinity and Carolina"
in which the writer expressed regret the 'firebuv pay for the iamaire he OF RALEIGH, N. C.

does. Then why not call to ' account
for the "unsisterly attitude" main Will be Represented on the Hill Next Fall by

lie valiant axmen? JWhen-these-me- n

tained between "the two leading- -

MANNING VENABLE and ROLAND WILLIAMSonce found that their night's sport was
educational institutions of the State." ardng to cost them sixty dollars the

CALL ATAt the same time that he deplored
such present aloofness, he mentioned Tksport of wrecking the Inn would

rapidly loose its popularity. H. H. PATTERSON'Sthe fact that Trinity professors had
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Out of these "frail things" he built a that they will be held responsible for Hefttera.Hardware of aU kinds and everything tnat is
ood to eai. '". 19the damage done they caaeither put a " It?hope that an "era of good feeling" is AirgoodsdellTered promptly.

stop to it themselves or report it to the
proper authorities. At any rate, if North "CarolinaChapel Hill,'

naireu.Head of the State System of

Education
the unerring acumen

.
that ferreted
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the facts that shipped J. BColvard Ferry Noble
could be turned for a short time to this
affair at the Inn, the fate of 'the sin
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We are operating the only up-to-d- ateners would be sure and swift. !
The University stands for thoroug--

ness and all that is best in educate pp9SOWtat,v0

and the moulding- - of character. It --S 7T P R
equipped with 24 buildingrs, new watsvT

and fa hlonable tonsorlal parlor It theIt is a custom when any delinquent
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ias failed to pay his library fines that
the Librarian collect the amount from
he damage fund. All the i students

works, central heating, electric light fEleven Scientific Laboratories, equifh Carolina
ped for good work. The Faculty nun,
bers 80. Students, 800. Library 6i '

60,000 volumes. One librarian and
hip in and pay the fine. Then why

about to dawn. .

Such an editorial from a Trinity
man is gratifying. The University is
broad enough and fair enough to meet
all such advances in the same spirit
they are made, and in its turn, to
hope for a dawn of a new era.
The editorial is said to "bodily ex-

press the opinion of the student body
in general." We trust sincerely that
it does, and that the hope it expresses
may soon be realized.

Both institutions are doing a great
work. Both institutions are in the
same business of making a better
citizenship, a greater State. Church or
State -- it makes no difference for both
have the same high mission and the
same large end. The work of the
future must be greater than the work
of the past. There is room and plenty
for both and both must together
make use of it. '

should any one pay his fine? --There
is no use of your paying it all yourself ore
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when you only have to pay one sev
th. There is no sense in

such procedure. The University can

four assistants. Fine Literary Socie-
ties. There is an active Y. M.'C. A.
conducted by the students. Scholar-
ships and loans for the needy and de-
serving. ' ' '
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ollect these fines. No one is allowed
to remain here who hasn't paid his mat- -

iculation fees. Then why not make .pprietor.
one pay his library nnesr Uh its such
a little thing to ship a, man for. Sure, FINE TOGGERY ill Jonesnd it's so easy, to escape shipping by
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itures could have been easily avoided.
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pier to turn to that fat and idle damage
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Take a Drink
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Soda Fountain at University, Station.
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Jr niturepiper let's dance. The chapel is a
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The Ben Greet Player have visited
the Hill three times. On each occasion
the University's good name has been
blackened by the almost unmentionable
action ot certain foul degenerates
among the campus citizenry.' These
filthy vultures have made it a point to
sneak and spy around ' the actresses'
dressing room. Last Thursday they
were requested as gentlemen please
to leave, but the young gentlemen
merely sniggered and stayed. Such
loathsome young beasts should be
kicked out of . the University and
herded behind lock and key.

ir r,

arolfnaCome to Us for all Yours Wants

Men's Wear
Eubanks Drug Company

Prescription : Specialists

good place to start; the seats in there
are new. ' Let's all take bur knives and
scratch our names and bits of poetry
and curious hieroglyphics on the backs
of them. It's tun. Just try it. Any
light on the campus will make an ex-

cellent target to shy" a ' brick at.
Wouldn't it be fun to watch the well
house burn up with all that water
right under it! Come on, boys; it's
great fun, and it can't cost you more
than two dollars. It's going to cost
you that much, anyhow. We' haven't
long this year, but where there's a will
a way is soon forthcoming. j
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Where has our damage fee gone?
Each of us had the pleasure last fall
of donating two dollars toward a fund-th- at

is used to cover damage done by
the students to the property of the
University. It has been customary
for each of us to receive from one dol

Jar to t dollar and sixty-fiv- e cents as

cMarse Jesse"
of Durham
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HOW. ALLISON Agts, COWLEfStick your feet in a pair of new Shoes
at Kluttz's store,
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